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INTRODUCTION

“ENCYCLOPEDIA,” AS A 
GENRE, IS A SIGNIFICANT 
RESOURCE FOR 
RESEARCHERS ACROSS 
THE HUMANITIES, ARTS, 
AND SCIENCES.



INTRODUCTION

RESEARCHERS CAN USE 
ENCYCLOPEDIAS PRODUCED 
DURING EARLIER TIME-PERIODS 
FOR STUDY BECAUSE THEY 
PROVIDE ACCOUNTS NOT 
ONLY OF HISTORY BUT ALSO 
EVIDENCE OF HOW 
KNOWLEDGE WAS PERCEIVED 
AND ORGANIZED.This Photo by Unknown author is licensed under CC BY-SA.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Encyclop%C3%A6dia_Britannica_Eleventh_Edition
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


INTRODUCTION - ENCYCLOPEDIA

Reference work Summaries of 
knowledge

Contains lexicon 
and vocabulary

Supplies scholars 
with rich info

Enables 
researchers to 
mine historical 

knowledge

This Photo by Unknown author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC.

http://libguides.mhs.vic.edu.au/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/


BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY

The 19th Century Knowledge Project is 
digitizing historical editions of the Encyclopedia 
Britannica (1797-1911)

This initiative will offer one of the most 
extensive, open, digital collections available today 
for studying the structure of 19th-century 
knowledge and its transformation

The metadata activities are being pursued 
through a collaboration with the Metadata 
Research Center (MRC) at Drexel University, 
supported by the U.S. National Endowment for 
the Humanities (NEH).

Digital Scholarship Center (DSC) of Temple University Libraries

MRC researchers are pursuing 
automatic methods of providing subject 
access for the Encyclopedia Britannica 

entries



WHY SKOS?

¡ Simple Knowledge Organization 
System is an area of work developing 
specifications and standards to 
support the use of knowledge 
organization systems (KOS) such as 
thesauri, classification schemes, subject 
heading systems and taxonomies 
within the framework of the Semantic 
Web.



WHY SKOS?

¡ SKOS & RDF
¡ SKOS provides a standard way to represent 

knowledge organization systems using the 
Resource Description Framework (RDF). 
Encoding this information in RDF allows it to be 
passed between computer applications in an 
interoperable way.

¡ Using RDF also allows knowledge organization 
systems to be used in distributed, decentralised
metadata applications. Decentralised metadata is 
becoming a typical scenario, where service 
providers want to add value to metadata 
harvested from multiple sources.



STATEMENT OF THE 
PROBLEM

¡ Vocabulary divide –some terms found in the 19th Century Knowledge 
Project are not represented in the current version of the LCSH (2016) 
due to deprecation

¡ LCSH updates represent new technical, scientific, and sociological ideas 
that are not recorded in the historical versions of the Encyclopedia.

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA
This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-ND

Exploration using the 1910 version of LCSH in transforming the keywords of the 19th 
Century Encyclopedia Britannica to a controlled vocabulary

https://annavdah.wordpress.com/tag/ireland/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
http://mrnittle.com/2013/09/02/ap-english-literature-vocabulary-resources/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/3.0/


METHODOLOGY

Conceptual Model for the Encyclopedia Britannica 
Controlled Vocabulary



APPROACH

Exploration – the current data set (in Docx) is 
explored and converted to different format –
RDF/XML, relational tables, TEI for testing and 
evaluation 

Testing – different platform is tried for evaluation 
of alternative solution 

Evaluation – based from the results of different 
implementations, best solution is chosen 

Documentation – Technical manual, paper and 
codes are prepared as deliverables 



METHODS
¡ Digitization – The 1910 LCSH provided in the project was in Docx and TEI version  

¡ Encoding – Codes in Python were written including parsers to convert the TEI to RDF/XML format and def 
function to connect and create the 1910 LCSH database and insert records that built the 1910 LCSH schema. 

¡ Programming  

¡ Characterizing the states and nature of the entries to define the objects 

¡ Enumerating the patterns for composition of the conditional statement 

¡ Data set was generated raw from the OCR process, thus the pattern was hardly identified for logic formulation.  

¡ Digitalization – (Application Profiles) MultiTes and Python Program  

¡ MultiTes usage which was manual in process but yields 98% accuracy in terms of representation  

¡ Building of a program (Python) to automate the SKOS creation from TEI format to RDF/XML format. This yielded higher 
percentage of error which were identified from the inconsistencies found in the evaluation conducted when the control 
structures of the program were constructed. Further investigation could verify the percent error yield once compared to 
MultiTes version of SKOS RDF/XML.  

¡ Metadata – Representation of SKOS elements to respective fields of the HIVE database. Tables are confined to 
BROADERS, RELATED and CONCEPT which has the following fields: ConceptURI, PrefLabel, AltLabel and 
ScopeNotes. USE, USE FOR, BT and NT are not represented because HIVE database has no provision for them. 
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EVALUATION

• How will the Docx format of 1910 LCHS be converted to RDF 
automatically?

• How will the Docx format of 1910 LCHS be loaded to HIVE DB 
automatically?

Impeding question and looking at the solution for the 
project.

• Which solution to take given the limited time
• SKOS in HIVE have limited elements of the standard SKOS

Concerns / Issues / Risks

• To explore MultiTes in the automation of converting 1910 LCSH Doc to 
RDF

• To explore other tools in the automation of converting 1910 LCHS Doc to 
RDF

• To explore the HIVE code in the automation of loading 1910 LCSH DOC 
to HIVE db

Pending action item



MAPPING



MAPPING

¡ LCSH ruling 
and mapping to SKOS -
RDF/XML and HIVE DB
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Scenario 1: Union of Set A and Set B (A U B) gives all the 
keywords found in the NCEB using both versions of 
LCHS. These keywords are all used in the transformation 
of the keywords to the controlled vocabulary of NCEB.

Scenario 2: Intersection of Set A and Set B (A ∩ B) gives 
the keywords found which are common only to both 
versions of LCHS. This data represents the keywords 
that are still being used from the 19th century until 
2016.

Scenario 3: Difference of Set A and Set B (A - B) gives 
the keywords found in the 1910 LCHS and could be 
deprecated already in the 2016 LCHS version or 
changed through time and has new terminology that 
replaces it.

Scenario 4: Difference of Set A and Set B (B - A) gives the 
keywords found in the 2016 LCHS and but could be 
non-existent yet in the 1910 LCHS version. This could 
also be the new keywords used in the later century.

DATA SETS SPECIFICATIONS:

SET A: THE 19TH CENTURY 
ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA ARTICLES 
ARE INDEXED USING THE 1910 LCHS

U
S
E

C
A
S
E
S

SET B: THE 19TH CENTURY 
ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA ARTICLES 
ARE INDEXED USING 2016 LCHS



SUBJECT ANALYSIS

1. The text format of the article sun 
from the 19th Century Encyclopedia 
Britannica was subjected to text analysis 
using TagCrowd.
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2. To apply the “Aboutness” approach to 
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descriptors were selected as the 
keywords. They were spotted to reflect 
both the richness of the topic being 
discussed in the article and the 
expressiveness they contain in relation to 
the word “SUN”.
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SUBJECT ANALYSIS
1. The text format of the article sun from 
the NCEB was subjected to text analysis 
using TagCrowd.

2. To apply the “Aboutness” approach to 
subject analysis, the following words were 
determined as the keywords. 16 out of 51 
descriptors were selected as the 
keywords. They were spotted to reflect 
both the richness of the topic being 
discussed in the article and the 
expressiveness they contain in relation to 
the word “SUN”.

3. For the purpose of simulation, manual 
indexing using 1910 LCSH (OCR version) 
was performed capturing the structure, 
subdivisions and subject headings for the 
index of the article “SUN”

4. The same article was uploaded to HIVE 
for automatic indexing, generating the 
2016 LCSH version of the keyword 
“Absorption”



RESULTS FROM THE
2016 LIBRARY OF CONGRESS SUBJECT 

HEADING IN HIVE



WORD ANALYSIS 
MATRIX

Table above is a word analysis matrix for the descriptor “Absorption” that shows the 
result of the subject analysis conducted in the article “SUN”. The simulation of the 
word – Absorption fell in scenario 2 of the use cases. This means that the word 
“Absorption” intersects both data sets, thus it exists from 1910 till 2016.



WORD ANALYSIS 
MATRIX

Table above is a word analysis matrix for the descriptor “Absorption” 
that shows the result of the subject analysis conducted in the article 
“SUN”. The simulation of the word – Absorption fell in scenario 2 of the 
use cases. This means that the word “Absorption” intersects both data 
sets, thus it exists from 1910 till 2016.



CONCLUSIONS
The use of both versions of the
LCHS, 1910 and 2016, as a
controlled vocabulary to extract
keywords from the articles of 19TH

Century Encyclopedia Britannica
purposively rendered a wider
consideration in the establishment of
the 19TH Century Encyclopedia
Britannica controlled vocabulary. Use
cases showed the inclusive
generation of keywords producing
substantial vocabularies.

Scenarios put forward the impositions of different inferences of the 
data.

¡ Scenario 1 was the integration of all descriptors that matched to 
the vocabulary of the 2 versions of LCHS.

¡ Scenario 2 captured all the descriptors that commonly matched 
with both versions of LCSH. This meant that these words were 
used in the 19th century until 2016.

¡ Scenario 3 represented the words that were not existent 
anymore in the present day since it’s only found as a vocabulary in 
the 1910 LCSH.

¡ On the other hand, scenario 4 is telling us that there were new 
terms formulated by men in the next centuries that came. Thus 
using the old LCSH or the appropriate version of LCHS would 
yield higher percent of accuracy in terms of completeness of 19th 
Century Encyclopedia Britannica keywords to be transformed to a 
controlled vocabulary. The goal is to take simulations of all 
scenarios to be able to justify the hypothesis and to conduct 
manual indexing using the current LCSH (2016) which serve 
another use case.



GRAPH 
DATABASE OF 
HIVE
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